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NOMENCLATURE
co minimum acceptable price of the wind-hydro electricity generation (C= /kWh)

E annual electricity generation by the proposed hybrid station (kWh)

ECn energy input cost (C= )

e produced energy price annual escalation rate (%)

FCn fixed maintenance & operation cost of the proposed station over an n-year period

(C= )

fi,ii auxiliary functions concerning parameters “g” and “e”, see also Eqs.(4) and (6)

g maintenance & operation cost annual inflation rate (%)

ICn future value of the initial investment cost after n-years (C= )

ICo autonomous hybrid system total initial cost (C= )

i local market capital cost (%)

m maintenance and operation cost coefficient (%)
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ABSTRACT
A vital problem encountered in Greek islands within the Aegean Archipelago is insufficient

electricity generation. Wind generated electricity appears to be a fiscally viable solution, as

the area has excellent wind potential. Yet despite the technological improvement, the

penetration of substantial wind power to autonomous electrical grids is still limited, mainly

due to existing technical barriers. One of the most interesting autonomous electrical

network cases is the island of Crete. Here, with an excellent wind potential, about 180 wind

turbines of 120 MW total installed rated-capacity are in operation or under construction.

However, even in this relatively strong electrical system, grid instability and mismatching of

supply and demand have led to significant wind energy rejection. This “spilt” wind power

corresponds to an annual financial loss of income of 30,000 Ä per MW of wind power

installed. The present study seeks an integrated methodology with pumped-hydro storage

for maximizing the contribution of wind energy in the Crete electricity supply. In addition,

the objective is to improve grid stability. An analysis of the wind-hydro electricity

production cost is presented and compared with the corresponding operational cost of the

existing thermal power plants.



NG local network electricity load (kWe)

NH rated power of the hydro turbines of the proposed station (kW)

Nmin technical minima of thermal power stations of the network (kWe)

NWT permitted wind power penetration (kWe)

Nw rated power of the wind parks belonging to the entire wind-hydro station (kW)

n operational years of the installation

Pr reduced turnkey price of the installation (C= /kW)

q ratio between the rated power of the hydro turbines and the wind parks of the sta-

tion

Rn proposed power station revenues over an n-year period (C= )

Ro proposed power station annual revenues present value (C= )

r ratio of the rejected wind energy financial value (in comparison with co)

t time

x viability ratio, i.e. ratio of annual revenues divided by the investment initial cost

Yn residual value of the investment after n years of operation (C= )

Z wind-hydro station energy cost divided by the hydro turbines relative to wind tur-

bines size

γ State market incentive (subsidization) percentage (%)

ε annual wind energy rejection per MW of operating wind power

((MWh/year)/MW)

η* total energy transformation coefficient of the entire wind-hydro system

λ upper wind energy participation limit in the instantaneous load demand

Φn tax paid in current values over an n year period (C= )

1. INTRODUCTION
The Greek islands of the Aegean Archipelago have insufficient electricity generation within

the autonomous utility-grids of the Greek Public Power Corporation. This problem is particu-

larly pressing during the peak consumption period in summer, with repeated black-outs of the

local utility networks [1]. Moreover, the autonomous electricity production cost on these

islands is extremely expensive [2], mainly due to the use of old thermal plants (mostly diesel-

electric generators and gas turbines). Considering the vital impact of electricity for develop-

ment, it is important that there is sufficient and affordable electricity for these island commu-

nities.

According to numerous studies [3, 4], wind energy is a fiscally viable solution for the vari-

ous energy-related problems of most Aegean islands, as they possess an excellent wind poten-

tial. However, one of the main obstacles to large wind-energy penetration is the stochastic

behaviour of wind speed, leading to significant mismatch between wind energy generation

and electricity demand. Consequently there are occasions when wind power has to be reject-

ed. Yet a properly-sized energy-storage system [5] allows variable wind-power output to be

matched to a generally unsteady and unpredictable system demand [6], with potential for

overall energy production-cost reduction (e.g. needing less generating capacity).

Despite technological improvement, the penetration of substantial wind power into these

autonomous electrical grids is still limited, mainly due to the existing technical barriers pro-

tecting these grids from possible instability problems [7, 8]. In this context, the local electricity
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utility (the Greek Public Power Corporation, i.e. PPC) defines an upper limit to wind power

within the instantaneous electrical load demand as an attempt to control undesirable local

network difficulties. This limit is usually estimated empirically from the operational charac-

teristics of the internal combustion engines and from the time-dependent load profile.

Consequently, the financial optimum for wind energy penetration is less than 10% in most

autonomous island networks [9].

One of the most noteworthy cases is the island of Crete. Due to its excellent wind potential,

Crete has gained a reputation among the best wind-energy-application-examples in Europe,

as various wind farms have been operating there since 1993. About 180 wind turbines of 120

MW rated power are in operation or under construction. Despite the relatively strong electri-

cal system on Crete, there has been significant wind energy rejection during recent years,

being equivalent to an annual financial loss of 30,000 C= /MW of wind power installed. If more

wind-power capacity is added on the island, the wind-energy rejection would be expected to

increase, so reducing the revenues for both new and existing wind farms.

According to previous research [10, 11, 12, 13, 14], a reversible pumped-hydro power systems

may optimise the use of wind power on small-medium sized islands. Therefore, the present

study considers an integrated methodology capable of maximizing the contribution of wind

energy in the electricity demand problem of Crete. Thus the electrical power demand of the

island is examined first, along with the main characteristics of the thermal power units. Then,

the annual energy yield of the existing wind farms is investigated, in conjunction with the

erection rate of new windfarms. Consequently, we estimate the annual profile of wind-energy

rejection, according to the power purchase agreement restrictions and the real data of the

Crete electrical network. As a result, the impact of the proposed wind-hydro solution is exam-

ined for minimizing wind energy rejection and improving local grid stability. Finally, we anal-

yse the minimum trade price of wind-hydro electricity production. In this context, we com-

pare the predicted value with the marginal operational-cost of the existing thermal power

units activated in peak-load periods.

The developed procedure could be applied to several other typical islands of the Aegean

Archipelago (large, medium and small demand) to maximize wind power penetration and

ameliorate the barriers to operation within local electricity networks. Accordingly, we predict

significant reduction in air pollution, since, in Greece, each kWh of wind-generated electricity

that offsets oil, abates 1 kg CO2, 6 g SO2 and 4 g NOx [15].

2. THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM OF CRETE ISLAND
Crete has the largest autonomous electrical network in Greece, with annual energy con-

sumption in 2004 being 2550 GWh/y. In fact, there was a substantial increase in demand

between 1975 (278GWh/y) and 2004, Fig. 1. This increase is directly related to local economic

improvement, establishing Crete among the richest Greek territories. The annual peak

demand shows similar growth; Fig. 2. The peak demand during August 2004 was 543 MW,

almost ten-times the corresponding value of 1975.

Previous studies for Crete include:

a. A long-term evaluation by the NTUA research team [16], predicting annual demand

as 3230 GWh/y by 2012 and 3890 GWh/y by 2025, along with 709 MW and 854 MW

of peak-demand respectively.

b. A medium-term forecast by PPC [17], predicting 4170GWh/y and 885MW of peak

load demand by 2012.
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Both methods underline the need for substantial extra electrical-power capacity, to facili-

tate the continuously increasing electricity demand. Note that the variation of the monthly

electricity consumption, due to tourism, is large, with the ratio between high and low con-

sumption periods being almost 2:1 for the last five years examined, Fig. 3. To meet this demand,

26 thermal power units operate on the island, totalling a 742.9 MW name-plate capacity.

However, in practice, the maximum continuous power of these units is 693 MW during winter

and 652 MW during summer, mainly due to the equipment ageing and the ambient tempera-

ture constraints. These 26 units are installed in two central thermal-power-stations (TPS), i.e.

at Linoperamata of Heraklion (269.2 MW) and at Chania (324 MW). Recently, two internal

combustion engines (2x51 MW) started operating in the new Atherinolakkos power station.
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Figure 1. Electrical energy demand time evolution for Crete.

Figure 2. Peak electrical power demand time evolution for Crete.
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ELECTRICAL ENERGY DEMAND FOR CRETE ISLAND
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Figure 3. Monthly variation of electrical energy demand for Crete (2000-2004).

Table 1. Crete island electricity generation system (EGS), end 2005
Unit Type Location Fuel Used Start Up Time Rated Power

(MW)
1 Steam Turbine Lin-Her Mazut 1965 6.2
2 Steam Turbine Lin-Her Mazut 1970 15.0
3 Steam Turbine Lin-Her Mazut 1970 15.0
4 Steam Turbine Lin-Her Mazut 1977 25.0
5 Steam Turbine Lin-Her Mazut 1981 25.0
6 Steam Turbine Lin-Her Mazut 1981 25.0
7 Diesel Engine Lin-Her Mazut 1989 12.3
8 Diesel Engine Lin-Her Mazut 1989 12.3
9 Diesel Engine Lin-Her Mazut 1990 12.3
10 Diesel Engine Lin-Her Mazut 1990 12.3
11 Gas Turbine Lin-Her Diesel 1973 16.3
12 Gas Turbine Lin-Her Diesel 1974 16.3
13 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1969 16.2
14 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1979/85 24.0
15 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1979/87 36.0
16 Steam Turbine Chania Diesel 1993 44.4
17 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1992 45.0
18 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1992 45.0
19 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1998 59.40
20 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 1998 59.40
21 Gas Turbine Lin-Her Diesel 1982/01 15.50
22 Gas Turbine Lin-Her Diesel 2002 43.30
23 Gas Turbine Lin-Her Diesel 2003 30.00
24 Gas Turbine Chania Diesel 2003 30.00
25 Diesel Engine Atherinollakos Diesel 2004 51.00
26 Diesel Engine Atherinollakos Diesel 2004 51.00

*The Units (1 to 6 and 16 to 18) are used to cover base load

**The Units 16, 17 and 18 constitute a combined cycle system

***in-Her is the Linoperamata Thermal Power Station at Heraklion

+The Engines 7 to 15 and 19 to 22 normally should not be used to cover base load



Referring to Table 1, 61% of the island’s electrical power is supplied by gas-turbine generators

operating at high cost and consuming imported diesel-oil. According to the PPC official

scheduling, the steam turbines of 147 MW (assuming combined cycle output at technical min-

imum) are supposed to cover the base load, while the other engines are used to meet the

excess demand, starting from the small internal combustion engines [18].

To meet the increased electricity demand, the Greek State has been planning since 1992 to

create a new TPS of 200 MW in Atherinolakkos, SE of Crete. This station is based on two inter-

nal combustion engines of 2 x 51 MW and two steam turbines of 2 x 50 MW. However, the erec-

tion of this new station was strongly opposed by the local inhabitants on the basis of environ-

mental impacts [19]. Consequently, the first two engines (2 x 51 MW) entered operation during

2004, while the full operational year of the Atherinolakkos TPS has been officially transferred

to 2006. Additionally, the Greek Regulatory Authority of Energy (RAE) recently called for

tenders to build a new TPS of approximately 220 MW near the city of Rethimno [20]. The

whole procedure is just starting and the authors estimate the operation of Rethimno TPS in

2008 at the earliest.

In addition to all these TPS, several windfarms operate on Crete, with total rated-power 100

MW (end of 2005). Note that the values used in the calculations refer to the system in 2004. More

specifically, 18 windfarms of variable size exist on the island, Table 2. These belong either to the

PPC (1- 4) or to private investors (5-10, 13-18) or to local municipalities (11-12). The majority of the

existing windfarms are located in Lasithi prefecture, on the East side of the island, so utilising the

excellent wind-potential of the area. Seven (7) new small windfarms are under development;

expected to be integrated with the local electrical system during the next three years.
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Table 2. Existing and planned wind parks in Crete island (end of 2005)
Location Prefecture Owner Start Up Rated Power Turbines

Time (MW) Number
1 Toplou Lasithi PPC 1993 5.10 17x300kW
2 Toplou Lasithi PPC 1993 1.00 2x500kW
3 Toplou Lasithi PPC 1995 0.50 1x500kW
4 Xirolimni Lasithi PPC 2000 10.20 17x600kW
5 Mitato Lasithi Private 1998 10.20 17x600kW
6 Chandras Lasithi Private 1999 9.90 18x550kW
7 Meg. Vrisi Heraklio Private 1999 4.95 9x550kW
8 Achladia Lasithi Private 1999 10.00 20x500kW
9 Anemoessa Lasithi Private 1999/2000 5.00 10x500kW
10 Krya Lasithi Private 1999/2000 10.00 20x500kW
11 Plativolo Lasithi Munic.-Priv. 2000 2.50 5x500kW
12 Mare Lasithi Municipality 1993 0.5 1x500kW
13 Vrouchas Lasithi Private 2003 7.65 9x850kW
14 Xirolimni Lasithi Private 2004 3.0 5x600kW
15 Plativolo Lasithi Private 2004 3.0 4x750kW
16 Krousona Heraklio Private 2004 5.95 7x850kW
17 Epanosifi Heraklio Private 2005 6.3 7x900kW
18 Modi Lasithi Private 2005 2.7 3x900kW
Planned wind parks
19 Xirolimni Lasithi PPC 3.0
20 Ierapetra Lasithi Private 4.6
21 Mires Heraklio Private 5.2
22 Platanos Chania Private 3.3
23 Spatha Chania Private 4.6
24 Chonos Lasithi Private 4.5
25 Mare Lasithi Municipality 1.2



3. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
According to the data presented, the island of Crete faces a substantial deficit of energy-

demand fulfilment; while at the same time the excellent wind potential of the area cannot be

fully exploited due to the local electrical grid stability barriers. More specifically, one of the

major factors limiting the substantial wind power penetration has been the unreliability of the

island’s weak autonomous electrical network. Consequently, the local electricity utility (the

PPC) defines an upper wind-energy participation limit “λ” in the instantaneous electrical

power demand, to mitigate undesirable local network problems. In addition, windfarm opera-

tion should not violate the technical minima (Nmin) of the conventional units. This limit is main-

ly estimated empirically, related to the existing thermal power units’ operational characteris-

tics and the time dependent electricity load profile “NG(t)”. Thus, one may write:

(1) 

where “NWT” is the permitted wind power of the system and “t” is the time.

Taking into account Eq. (1) and the island’s highly variable electricity consumption profile,

see for example Fig. 4, the maximum wind energy contribution to this consumption can be

estimated. Besides, because of the stochastic wind behaviour, we cannot disregard the possi-

bility of the available wind energy production being unable to cover the corresponding share

given by Eq. (1).

Yet, there are numerous cases where the instantaneous wind energy production surpass-

es the limit of Eq. (1). In fact, attainment of this limit is even more likely because the installed

wind power of the island is intensifying [21]. In all these cases, excess wind power has to be

rejected, despite the situation in peak-demand periods when the local TPS hardly cover the

corresponding power demand, even using operational-costly gas turbines.

Summarizing, the crucial drawback of the present situation is the use of expensive gas tur-

bines barely to cover the island power-demand; while at the same time significant wind ener-

gy production is rejected. Consequently, the excellent wind potential of the region is only par-

tially exploited.

4. WIND ENERGY REJECTION
A first estimate of the annual wind energy rejection is presented below, for which detailed

information is essential on the following topics:

i. Time variation of the local network’s annual electricity demand on an hourly basis

at least, see Fig. 4.

ii. Time evolution of the technical minima, along with the annual maintenance plan of

the existing and under-development thermal power units.

iii. Rated power and operational characteristics of the existing wind parks.

iv. Expected penetration rate of the new wind farms, along with their operational char-

acteristics.

v. Time depending profiles (on an at least hourly basis) of wind potential parameters,

regarding locations of existing or new-erected wind farms. For this, either the wind

speed time-series or the corresponding wind power production of every wind park

on the island is needed.
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Using information of section 2 (see also Table 1), with the annual maintenance plan of the

existing thermal power units [16, 17], the monthly technical minima of the system is presented

in Fig. 5. Note that maintenance and upgrade of the system’s TPS may be programmed during

low consumption periods. In addition, future operation of the two new TPS is also included.

In Table 2, all basic operational characteristics of the existing windfarms are indicated,

together with available information of the windfarms under-construction. As from Table 2, 37

wind turbines, of total rated power 16.8 MW, belong to the PPC, and 6.1 MW were operating on

the island before the 2244/94 law applied. Also, 138 existing wind turbines of total rated power

81.8 MW belong to private investors and local municipalities, of which 0.5 MW were installed

before the law 2244/94.
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Figure 4. Electrical load variation for Crete (2000-2004); High-consumption period.
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Consequently, due to the excellent wind potential and the sufficient infrastructure of the

area, requests for supplementary windfarms of 370 MW reside in the RAE and the Ministry of

Development [20]. Unfortunately, according to the existing legislative frame, the wind power

penetration cannot exceed 30% of the system’s peak-load demand; see for example Fig. 2. Also,

economic reasons [4, 8, 22] (related to the increased wind-energy rejection), do not encourage

new installations of rated power more than 150 MW up to 2015, with the exception of energy-

storage-systems. Thus, considering the liberal subsidization already granted by the State

authorities for several new wind parks of approximately 25 MW in total, along with the usual

new wind park erection rhythm in Crete, Fig. 6 demonstrates the expected evolution of Cretan

wind power in comparison with the maximum permitted value, see also [23].

Much information is needed for the wind-power time-evolution in all windfarm locations, in

conjunction with reliable stochastic models able to reproduce wind speed time-series for the

future derived from long-term wind-speed measurements. In order to improve the text clarity

(given that the present work utilizes a first order estimation of the expected wind potential)

present calculations are based on the most likely annual wind-speed time-dependent distribu-

tions. A parallel independent study is beginning to determine the stochastic distribution of the

wind-speed with time. For an introductory idea of the information used, Fig. 7 shows the

detailed (10 minutes average) wind-speed distributions for 3 selected and closely located

windfarms (8, 9, 10 of Table 2) at 42 m hub height, for December 2001.

Where there are no detailed wind speed measurements, the available values may be cor-

related to the existing detailed measurements in nearby regions in an attempt to reproduce

the necessary data [24]. In addition, the bibliographically available numerical codes [25], prop-

erly calibrated, may also be used for the available wind speed measurements. 

Using the above analysis, an example of the most probable annual mean-wind-speed is dis-

played for the 10 MW wind park of Table 2 (line 8), for the 2001-2015 period, Fig. 8. The expect-

ed hourly mean-wind-speed distribution for the same installation can also be considered; see

for example Fig. 9 for 2005.
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Figure 6. Wind power time evolution in Crete.
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Figure 7. Wind speed measurements for December of 2001 at hub height (42m).
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Figure 8. Expected annual-mean wind-speed versus time for a selected windfarm.
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Figure 9. Expected wind-speed time-series for 2005, for a selected windfarm.



5. REJECTED WIND ENERGY 
For wind energy rejection during a given time-period (e.g. one year) on an hourly basis, we

require:

i. Estimation of the local grid load-demand.

ii. Prediction of the existing windfarm production, based on the available wind poten-

tial.

iii. Approximation of the system’s current technical minima, using the analysis of sec-

tion 4.

iv. Comparison of the load-demand with the current technical minima of the existing

thermal power units. Once the load-demand is less than the technical minima of the

grid TPS, the entire wind production is rejected, Eq. (1).

v. If the temporary load-demand is within the technical minima of the thermal power

units and the technical minima of the system increased by “λ%”, the excess demand

(in comparison with the technical minima) is covered by the windfarms in priority.

Further wind power is rejected, Eq. (1). Note that windfarms erected before the

2244/94 law (i.e. 6.6MW) enter the local grid first, during the wind-power abortion

procedure, while the residual wind power is divided between the other stations

according to their power output.

vi. If the demand is more than the technical minima of the system increased by “λ%”,

then the local network absorbs the wind-energy production according to Eq. (1).

Even in this case however, surplus wind-energy is rejected.

Additional wind power rejection is possible when serious difficulties appear in an electrical

sub-grid component, including transmission-line instability or load asymmetry. Thus, the cal-

culations based on the steps (i) to (vi) usually underestimate (by almost 15-30%) the corre-

sponding wind energy rejection of the Crete wind farms [26].

Applying the above analysis, the hourly distribution of the windfarms energy rejection

may be estimated for every year. For example, in Fig. 10 we compare the time distribution of
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Figure 10. Estimated hourly wind-energy rejection for selected windfarms during 2005.



the expected wind-energy production with the corresponding wind-energy rejection for 3

selected wind parks (lines 8, 9, 10 of Table 2, representing the 28% of the installed wind power)

for the year 2005. These windfarms employ pitch-controlled and variable-speed machines,

allowing optimum integration with the local electrical network. Fig. 11 shows the monthly

wind energy rejection for the same windfarms for 2001 and 2005.

Thus Fig. 12 presents the wind-energy rejection distribution for the period 2001-2015, as a

function of the instantaneous wind-power aborted for the specific wind energy installations

investigated (rated power 25 MW); lines 8-10 of Table 2. From this, 76% of the potential wind

energy is rejected when the set level of wind power rejection is less or equal to 12 MW. Finally,

for the 3 windfarms examined, the expected wind-energy rejection is 10,000 MWh/y, i.e.

almost 10% of their annual wind energy production. This situation will deteriorate as addition-

al wind power enters the local electrical system.
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MONTHLY WIDE WIND ENERGY REJECTION FOR SELECTED 
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Figure 11. Comparison of monthly-wide wind-energy rejection for selected windfarms between 2001 and 2005.
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Figure 12. Wind-energy rejection distribution vs. aborted wind-power for the 2001-2015 period.



6. PROPOSED SOLUTION
To avoid wind power rejection, several energy storage opportunities have been examined

previously by the authors [10, 11, 27]. For the specific case of Crete, several combined wind-

hydro stations are suggested in collaboration with grid enforcement and an integrated load-

management plan. Moreover, the proposed solution may help water-resource management

[28], since the water reserves may also be used for land irrigation and water supply. This dual

use of water reserves should definitely help alleviate water supply shortage, so improving the

economics and benefit of the installations. More precisely, the proposed solution is based on

the configuration of Fig. 13, i.e.:

a. One or more windfarms

b. One or more small hydroelectric power plants

c. One or more water pumping stations

d. A number of water reservoirs (two minimum) at different elevations working in

closed circuit and with corresponding pipelines. The area required is not pro-

hibitive, since the entire water reservoirs volume required is less than 700,000 m3 (2

x 350,000m3 for upper and lower reservoirs) at 280 m height-difference to manage

the wind-energy surplus of the existing windfarms of the island (rated power 90

MW).

Figure 13. Proposed wind-hydro solution for Crete.

The proposed solution is mainly directed at absorbing the wind-energy surplus (which is

rejected by the local electrical network due to low demand and grid instability) with rational

installation-cost and minimum energy-loss. Accordingly, the energy stored could be con-

sumed during the peak demand hours, to help the local network face the increased demand

and minimizing the contribution of the expensive operational-cost gas turbines.

The main drawback of such a solution appears to be the large capital installation-cost, basi-

cally depending on the water storage volume, the nominal power of the hydro turbines used

[10, 11] and the total efficiency of the entire transformation procedure, fluctuating between 50%

and 70% [2, 5]. Consequently, the final wind-hydro energy production cost is up to four times

more than the corresponding production cost [4] of a simple wind park. Yet the wind-hydro

production cost is less than the marginal operational cost of the existing gas turbine genera-

tors [1, 2, 17], which currently exceeds the 0.18 C= /kWh. Therefore, such a solution could be
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financially viable only when the price offered by the local network adequately compensates

the prohibitively expensive production-cost.

In order to support this costly purchase-price, the following should be noted:

a. The wind-hydro energy production should exclusively replace gas turbines of large

diesel-oil consumption.

b. The wind-hydro energy production characteristics are excellent, since the hydro

turbines are among the most reliable and easy-regulating electricity generators.

c. Additional electrical energy may be absorbed from the thermal power units, espe-

cially during their night operation near or below the corresponding technical mini-

ma, to be used during peak-load demand periods. Moreover, such a station may con-

tribute to improving the thermodynamic efficiency of the existing thermal power

units.

d. The existence of wind-hydro installations facilitates the local network for coping

with peak-load periods, simultaneously increasing the system power reserves. In

fact, during peak-power demand periods or in the event of a system outage, water

from the upper reservoirs can be released, producing electricity promptly [2, 29].

e. Further wind power penetration to the Cretan electrical system becomes economi-

cally attractive because it abates pollution from oil combustion.

7. MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE PRICE OF WIND-HYDRO ELECTRICITY GENERATION
The cost-benefit model of the authors [4, 30] was used to estimate the minimum acceptable

price derived from the wind-hydro electricity production. Before applying the model, the

numerical value of the following parameters should be defined. More precisely:

a. The average lifetime of the investment “n*” is considered to be 15 years, a quite con-

servative value based on the minimum service period of windfarms and the long

lifetime of hydro reservoirs.

b. The annual energy yield of the wind-hydro installation “E” results from the annual

wind energy rejection per MW of operating wind power “ε” and the total energy

transformation coefficient “η*” of the entire wind-hydro system [2,10,11]. Therefore,

the corresponding value “ε” in (MWh/MW or kWh/kW) may vary between 200

MWh/MW and 500 MWh/MW, mainly depending on wind power penetration in the

local network.

c. The main parameters of local economy include the local market inflation rate “g”,

capital cost “i” and annual electricity price escalation rate “e”. Drawing on local eco-

nomic records [4], the parameters’ mean values are taken as i=8%, g=3% and e=2%.

By the authors’ previous work [4, 30], the future value (after -n years of operation) of the

investment cost of a water pumping-hydro power station is a combination of the initial instal-

lation cost and the corresponding maintenance and operation cost, both quantities given in

current values. The initial investment cost “ICo” includes the market price of the electro-

mechanical equipment, the cost of the civil engineering works (including dam construction,

penstock etc.) and the corresponding installation (or balance of plant) cost. Consequently, the

future value of the initial investment cost can be expressed as:
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(2) 

where “γ” is the subsidy percentage by the Greek State, i.e. γ = 30-50%.

The maintenance and operation (M&O) cost can be split into the fixed maintenance cost

“FCn” and the variable cost “VCn”. Expressing the annual fixed M&O cost as a fraction “m”

(m=1-2%) of the initial capital invested and assuming an annual increase of the cost equal to

local market inflation ratio “g”, the future value of “FCn” is given as:

(3) 

where:

(4) 

The variable maintenance and operation cost mainly depends on the replacement of

major parts of the installation, which have a shorter lifetime than the complete installation.

For simplicity and due to the short lifetime period of the installation selected, we assume that

“VCn” is negligible in comparison with the other terms of the analysis, see for details [4,10].

Subsequently, the total savings (in current values) over n years, due to the energy pro-

duced by the wind-hydro installation, are given as:

(5) 

where:

(6) 

and

(7) 

In Eq. (7) “E” is the annual energy yield of the installation given as:

(8) 

and “co” is the present value of the minimum acceptable price of the wind-hydro electricity

generation.

We now include the financial value of the rejected wind energy, expressed as a portion “r”

of “co”. Thus, the rejected wind energy (energy input cost) “ECn” absorbed by the water pump-

ing station over an -n year time period can be expressed as:

(9) 

Additionally, one cannot disregard the amount paid in taxes by the water pumping-hydro

power enterprise, (Φn). For simplicity and space-limit reasons, the impact of taxation,

although significant, is not presented here explicitly. However, profits tax is properly included

in all calculations [4, 30].

Finally, the residual value “Yn” of the investment is included [4] in the present cost-benefit

analysis. The corresponding value is mainly due to amounts recoverable at the “n” year of the

power station (e.g. value of land or dams or buildings, scrap or second hand value of equip-

ment etc.) along with the experience gained and the corresponding technological know-how.
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Using the above information and substituting the corresponding terms in the cost-benefit

equation one gets:

for n=n* (10) 

or equivalently:

(11) 

where “x” is the ratio of annual revenues (present value) divided by the investment initial cost

(viability ratio) i.e.:

(12) 

Using the analysis of relative works concerning the first installation cost of a hydro-power

station [10, 11, 31], the initial cost of a water pumping-hydro power station can be finally

expressed as a function of the hydro turbines used rated power “NH”, see also [30]. More specif-

ically one may use the following relation:

(13) 

where “Pr” is the specific (reduced) turnkey price (1500-2000 C= /kW) of the installation.

Substituting Eq. (13) in Eq. (12) one may estimate the “co” value as:

(14) 

In Eq. (14) “Nw” is the wind power of the windfarms collaborated with the water pumping

station and “q” is the ratio between the rated power of the hydro turbines used and the total

wind power of the wind-hydro station.

Recapitulating, one can estimate the minimum wind-hydro electricity generation cost

using Eqs. (11) and (14) on the basis of the selected numerical values of all the problem param-

eters. Thus, in Fig. 14 we demonstrate the annual revenues ratio “x” versus the capital cost “i”

variation for several typical State subsidization “γ” values. According to results of Fig. 14 the

annual revenues of the installation should be between 7% and 13% of the total capital invested,

including the State contribution, for a wide range of capital cost values (3%-23%), in order the

amortization time of the investment to be 15 years. As expected, the smaller the capital cost,

the smaller the corresponding value of the viability-ratio “x”.

Consequently, in Fig. 15 we present the corresponding minimum value of “co” (present

value) as a function of “Z”, where:

(15) 

This last parameter compares the costs of the pumped hydro-power station, i.e. the

reduced cost “Pr”, with the annual energy (ε.η*) now supplied by the wind-hydro installation

(otherwise rejected by the local network) per kW of rated power of windfarms investigated.
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Thus the value of “co” increases in proportion to “Z” (i.e. as Pr increases or η* and ε

decrease). Besides, the minimum wind-hydro electricity production cost also depends on the

ratio “q” of hydro turbines size divided by the windfarms’ rated capacity. More precisely, the

less the value of “q”, the less the production cost of the wind-hydro station. However, if the

hydro turbines relative size “q” is minimal, there is no significant contribution of the proposed

solution for the island’s electrification problem. Thus, a larger “q” value (i.e. q = 0.25) is more

adequate for the present situation. In this case the minimum wind-hydro electricity produc-

tion cost is definitely more than 0.074 C= /kWh, which is the current purchase price of wind-

based electricity by the local network. In any case the most realistic values for “co” vary
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between 0.1 C= /kWh and 0.25 C= /kWh. Note that the average value of 0.175 C= /kWh is unques-

tionably less than the operational cost (currently 0.18-0.20 C= /kWh) of the existing old-fash-

ioned gas turbine generators of the local system [17,23].

8. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS
Crete, like most Greek islands, may have electrical power insufficiency, especially during sum-

mer. In addition, the cost of electricity generation is extremely high due to frequent gas tur-

bines utilization. Yet the island possesses an excellent wind potential, now only partially

exploited. Due to the weak local electrical network, the wind power penetration is bounded by

technical and financial constraints. Therefore, one of the most promising ways to reduce large

production cost, to support the local electrical system reliability and to avoid air pollution is to

integrate properly sized wind-hydro power stations.

The present paper analyses the current electrical generation situation in view of increased

wind power penetration in the local system. Special emphasis is given to estimating the annu-

al energy yield and the corresponding wind energy rejection of the existing and under devel-

opment windfarms. The wind-hydro solution is found to be technically applicable and finan-

cially attractive, provided the Greek State and the local network manager will support it. In

this context, the expected marginal wind-hydro electricity production cost is predicted and

compares favourably with the current operational cost of the existing thermal power units.

Using available official information, the proposed solution may be applied together with con-

siderable hydro-power contribution, if the price offered by the local electrical network man-

agement is more than 0.175 C= /kWh. This value is clearly less than the operational cost of the

local system’s gas turbines.

Recapitulating, the proposed wind-hydro solution is not only financial advantageous in

comparison with the existing thermal peak-power engines but it can also maximize the con-

tribution of wind energy to the Crete electricity supply, minimizing at the same time the wind

energy rejection by the local system. The developed methodology can also be applied to sev-

eral other Aegean Archipelago islands, so increasing wind power penetration and ameliorat-

ing the operational behaviour of the local electrical networks. Additional research is also nec-

essary to optimise the dimensions of the wind-hydro system components and improve its eco-

nomic competitiveness.
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